
Richard Knight Answers 

 

1.Unpaid Work 

Having Environment Management to ISO14001 experience (recycling and improving the 
Display Energy Certificate for a major NDPB from an E to C rating in under 2 years) plus 
having trained as an  Environmental Management Auditor you won’t be surprised that your 
question hit a chord with me. 

The bad news is that I understand plastic drinking vessels are a licensing requirement at 
major events.   The good news is that currently none of our plastic “glasses” go to landfill.   

The FEC RACE bar issue high quality plastic vessels for a returnable deposit.  They have, 
however, been collectables and prized possessions so a lot have been taken home.  The 
Club’s two recyclers (Colin and Phil) take a day to re-sort the match day rubbish and the 
FEC RACE “glasses” that have not been returned are washed for re-use at the next match. 

I understand the club has plans to also issue returnable vessels.  But need to get the initial 
investment over the starting line.  

The low quality plastic vessels are not re-used but are out-sorted and recycled.      

Along this theme there is also much more we could achieve encouraging "switch it off" 
campaigns, power-saving lighting, replacing urinals etc. 
  
2. Unpaid Work: 
I have years of volunteering experience behind the scenes at St James Park for Trust 
Members and supporters of all ages. My volunteer activities have included:  
Number of Grecian Groups. 
            programme         PA operator       mobile disco  
 turnstile operations       catering     stewarding     Ambassadors 
    customer service     Kids in Charge    Red Square Fan Zone 
Family Excellence Award and Away Fan’s Experience Campaign 
  
I became involved as a volunteer because I had a passion for the Club, skills that the Club 
could use, enthusiasm to get the job done and had full-time roles outside that provided the 
income I needed. 
Successes: 

 Planning and developing customer service taking Family Excellence audit scores 
from 2 or 3 out of ten to 8, 9 and even 10s.  Going form non-qualifiers to 2nd in league 
2 for the last two seasons. 

 Winning the League 2 Away Fan Experience award 2018-19. 
 Establishing the Ambassador programme which has earned EFL wide recognition 

  
  
3. Why joined Trust: 
To help keep the Club in business, belief in Trust Ownership model evidently successful 
abroad, help the Club balance the books, be in a position to attract better paid players,  and 
the Trust buy the majority shareholding. 
  
4. Family 
My daughters have occasionally been to the Park but very frustratingly much prefer the 
ambience at the Chiefs and more appropriate behaviour of fans.  Not that there knowledge 
of the rules of either is that great.  Ideal candidates to run VAR! 



 
5. New Members Join: 
Surprised when I did my canvassing how many regular faces were not Trust Members.  Now 
think they are probably entrenched and it will be difficult and time consuming to convert 
them. Especially when they know the Club is so well run and there is no immediate risk. 
They will be ground down but “hard selling” is not the route to go. 
  
New members are my target.  I am standing on a mandate to further the match day 
experience aimed at encouraging new supporters, the match day atmosphere locking them 
in and then to join the Trust. We need to create a feel good factor and excitement about the 
Trust which is possibly missing at the moment?  Move away from the selling point of “only £2 
a month” which undermines the new fans interpretation of “making a difference and feeling 
they are making a contribution” and “big match ticket priority.”  My canvassing implied we 
have quite a few members who pay their £24 a year as a cheap option onto the priority 
tickets but only turn up for big games. 
  
Locking new supporters in is the avenue I want to pursue while promoting reasons to join to 
existing supporters.  Make it something people want to join. 
  
  
6. Personal skills: 
Approachability, listening, interest, enthusiasm, negotiating,  taking action and passion for 
ECFC. 
  
  
7. Hustings after a match: 
Good suggestion which has a lot of merit.  But risk of a bad performance could be counter-
productive with members just going home.  On the flip side bars were buoyant after 4-0 in 
the recent Devon Derby. 
  
8. Election Focus: 
Using Exeweb this year has been an innovation and proved there is an interest in the 
elections.  It would be good to see the Express & Echo/Devon Live encouraged to cover the 
nominations and hustings after a lead feature from the Trust highlighting how unique we are 
as a fans owned business and football club and how it is an important vote for the future of 
both Trust and Club.    Trust website and Club website should also present videos on 
candidates as well as covering mandates.      
  
 9. Trust Logo natural Club/Trust link: 
A long time ago a jewellers called Ratners had unprecedented and phenomenal growth 
before scoring the biggest own goal ever. Their secret to success was signage.  Claiming 
the more signs they put up in their shops (sales, offers etc) the more their sales increased. I 
spend an hour sticking up a load of posters on match days: directions, welcoming visiting 
supporters etc.  As an example the Away posters I put up are regularly the subject of selfies 
or favourable comment.  Signage needs to have a purpose likely to capture interest and 
have a measurable response. 
  
Although regulars are the “interested parties” my preference would be to also encourage 
more external use of the Trust logo:  Women’s Football, Cliff Hill and use of pop-ups where 
the Club is in evidence. 
  
10. Using Club Media 
From my experience I am sure Trust material is always welcome by the Club who use any 
appropriate copy given to them.  So the emphasis has to be on the Trust providing regular, 
relevant and interesting material. 



  
The Trust has its own media and communications team who should be active writing copy 
and creating newsworthy stories for Club distribution and externally through building their 
network of contacts which include the Club media team. 
  
11. Trust Elections: 
 Applications: I think the process is probably too draconian.  There are certainly a couple of 
very minor inconsistencies in the process that need to be ironed out.  I noticed this year that 
the Trust was specific about the skills it would like to recruit.  Not sure if they have previously 
done that.  But something was right this year to get some really quality applications.  It was 
something that appealed to me and made me feel that I could contribute in some of the 
areas required. 
  
I am not sure that the Trust sets out its stall very well.  The time to start a recruiting 
campaign for new candidates is surely the day after the AGM.  By creating a feel good factor 
about the Trust which is possibly missing? It’s a bit like the message I used to orate to my 
sales force:  a sales person with no prospects, has no prospects” if you get what I mean. 
  
  
12. Improving the Assets: 
The question I have asked is “why have the work parties disappeared?”  And I think the 
answer is that opportunities are not so obvious and they were most popular when the Trust 
was new and...exciting?  There is also probably a feeling that the Club can now “afford” to do 
things professionally. My last count of volunteers for the Volunteer Evening revealed that we 
have nearly 200.  A formidable work force which we need to take time to foster and 
encourage. Time and time again they have proved a great asset when the motivation is 
there for projects. 
  
The most important asset we can improve is cash flow. Any business can operate without 
capital assets for quite a while but it cannot operate without cash.  Which is why I am 
standing to further improve the matchday experience, promoting bigger attendances, 
eliminating negatives, more members all creating extra cash. 
  
13. Trust Website 
The Trust website has funnily enough improved this year and individuals should be 
congratulated for their efforts. But in my book is still not exciting and dynamic enough. It has 
to become the go to site. Currently the content is very dry and things are hard to 
find/missing.  There is an obvious advantage in using it to promote engagement.  A fan’s 
forum would be welcome and more pictures. A full-time quality professional would be my 
ideal solution but there would need to be a clear cost benefit business case. 
  
14. Full Club Accounts 
The full accounts are published on the Club website for a short period and available by 
hardcopy afterwards.  I think it was two weeks on the website before the feature 
subsequently changed asking supporters to apply for copies after that 
period. www.exetercityfc.co.uk/news/2017/april/report-exeter-city-afc-shareholders-agm-
feedback 
  
I am guessing this will happen again this year. 
  
If it was a level playing field and everyone published full accounts I would be in favour of the 
accounts being available all the time.  It would also make potential problems (like the Bury 
situation) more readily identifiable.  It needs to be an EFL directive. 
  
15. Greater Exeter Strategic Partnership 



A new 20,000 stadium was featured in a press article some time ago but seems to have 
gone quiet since.  Suggesting that a Councillor was trying to establish what his electorate 
reaction would be to them being involved in any consortium proposition. I imagine that the 
club and probably the Chiefs will have closely followed any GESP initiatives as a matter of 
course. 
  
The Trust has an historic mandate to stay in the City.  Around 20 years ago I voted to stay at 
SJP when we were at our lowest ebb, the future of the Club was uncertain and before the 
success at Sandy Park. 
  
As responsible owners and custodians of the club for future generations the TB asked the 
club to look into options and report back some time ago.  
  
“Making Greater Exeter Greater” was explained at the Time of the re-launch of FITC as 
CCT.  The intention of the name change was to make sure that (1) football negatives did not 
hold the Charity back and (2) pragmatically football was only a part of what the charity did so 
successfully on the education, health and well-being agenda.  “Making Greater Exeter 
Greater” became their strapline to identify with their increasing number of services, holiday 
clubs and activities taking place outside of Exeter.  
   
Exeter Arena or Westpoint are interesting option to speculate about. The Arena car park is 
rumoured to be the site for the relocation of Northbrook Swimming Pool. With Exhibition 
Fields designated a green park area and the traffic logistics one of the reasons that caused 
the County Show to move outside to Westpoint suggests it might unfortunately be a non-
starter to speculate about?  Westpoint might need similar and significant public realm works 
to be a real option.  
  
Of choice and to answer the specific either or question I would prefer the Arena.  
  
As an aside to the historic Trust position to be “in the City” house building continues at a 
pace so “within the city” has grown possibly creating a limited number of other options that 
could be considered with fewer downsides?   
  
16 Guiding Members on a Vote to Move 
This sounds a bit like “Brexit” or should I say “EXit.”  And I suspect just as difficult to 
negotiate! 
  
For there to be a democratic vote there would need to be a number of open meetings as 
there were ahead of the Stagecoach Adam Stansfield Development.  Members, and I would 
suggest other stakeholders (including non-Trust members) for inclusivity, should be 
encouraged to express their views on the options together with clarity on the risks, stability, 
investment and implications.  I cannot see any short-list being compiled without a 
professional assessment and recommendation by specialist experts employed by the Trust 
such as Drivers Jones Deloitte who came to the original recommendation to stay at SJP.   
  
When it comes to a vote it would be usual for the Trust Board to make a collective proposal 
but it would be for the Membership to decide to follow the recommendation or vote for an 
alternative. 
  
I would be opposed to other stakeholders voting because by not joining the Trust they have 
effectively waived the right to any ownership issue.     
  
  17 Junior Grecians Voting on a Move.  



I haven’t got an opinion on this.  I would want the vote to involve as many members as 
possible because it is their Club.  And it should reflect younger supporters having a longer-
term interest. 
  
In reality due process would make this one for the Governance group to make a 
recommendation on.     
  
I can see that to maintain integrity the propriety and practical route would be to reflect the 
voting age for a General Election.  Assuming this was the decision I would recommend a 
Junior engagement vote as well. 
 
 


